Application of polystyrene disk substrates in cellular cultivation methods: generalized specimen preparation protocol for scanning electron microscopy.
Sample preparation for scanning electron microscopy (SEM) may vary by cellular type, composition and method of cultivation. It has been proposed here that a generalized method of sample preparation may be applied for the visualization of bacteria, fungi, and human cellular tissue without modification of protocol between cell types. The following protocol was developed to incorporate polystyrene disk substrates in the simplification of sample preparation for SEM and reduce the possibility of processing artefacts. The proposed method of preparation may be applied to samples grown in either liquid or solid cultural medium regardless of cell type. With the proposed protocol, centrifugation, isolation and critical point drying are not required, therefore increasing specimen integrity. The incorporation of polystyrene disks showed positive cellular adhesion and applications in SEM for bacterial, fungal and human neuronal tissue. In addition, the simplicity of the proposed protocol is highly adaptable and may be further incorporated to visually analyse the effects of antifungals, antibiotics and disease pathogenesis through pathogen-host interactions. The proposed method of specimen preparation was incorporated in either liquid or solid state growth mediums during the cultivation of the selected cellular samples and revealed great promise in the preservation and visualization under the scanning electron microscope.